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This article discusses findings from a two-day teacher conference focusing on discursive
authority and socio-cultural positioning in mathematics classrooms. The conference was
designed to study how research on classroom discourse could be transformed into effective
professional development activities. We describe how the focus on discourse, positioning and
authority was operationalized and made pragmatic for the teachers by focusing very closely on
specific language use in classrooms. For each of the six workshops of the conference, we outline
the goal of the workshop, the activities that were structured to reach those goals, and the
theoretical constructs that were introduced to the teacher participants. We then draw on (1)
transcripts of video and audio recordings, (2) material produced by the teachers, and (3) survey
data, to discuss how these theoretical constructs were taken up and leveraged by participants as
a means of reflecting on their own and other’s practice.
Introduction
This article discusses findings from a two-day teacher conference focusing on
discursive authority and socio-cultural positioning in mathematics classrooms. The
conference was designed to study the following questions:
1. What sorts of professional development tasks assist teachers in attending to issues of
positioning and authority in mathematics classrooms?
2. In what ways can theoretical tools from research on classroom discourse be
transformed into professional development activities for mathematics teachers?
3. To what extent do teachers take up these theoretical tools within professional
development activities and leverage them as a means of reflecting on their own and
other’s practice?
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The focus on discursive authority and positioning reflected the research interests of the six
educational researchers who together organized the event. Such a focus is not typical of most
stand-alone professional development workshops, and is particularly uncommon in
professional development for mathematics teachers1. It is precisely this focus which is all too
often silenced or banished from professional development because of the way it invites
participants to question current institutional practices. Despite its rarity, one can argue that it
is precisely in mathematics education that teachers need this kind of professional development
(Christie, 2007; Kitchen, 2005; Solomon, 2009; Veel, 1999). The highly esoteric and
restricted codes of mathematics discourse, and the radical disjuncture between this discourse
and the everyday language of the students, indicates that mathematics teachers in particular
require guidance in developing ways of disrupting dominant patterns of exclusionary
discourse (de Freitas & Zolkower, 2009; Herbel-Eisenmann, Wagner & Cortes, 2008;
Morgan, 2005; Solomon, 2009).
The two-day conference was designed as an experiment for studying the three research
questions listed above. Twenty-four middle school mathematics teachers working in Canadian
urban middle schools were selected from a pool of fifty-one applicants.2 Our aim was to
design participatory workshops that allowed teachers to think concretely about how discursive
authority regulates learning while positioning both students and teachers in micro and macro
power relations. Workshop activities were video and audio-taped and then transcribed.
Material produced by the teachers in each workshop (written analysis of classroom artifacts,
maps of classroom authority, problem solving task sheets, and flipchart paper dialogues) were
collected and analyzed through various discourse analytic frameworks discussed in each
section of the article. Survey data from the teachers indicated that the focus on positioning
and authority in classroom discourse allowed them to examine the diverse ways that they
actively participated in the positioning process, and how they might intervene and alter that
process.
In this article we show how the focus on discourse, positioning and authority was
operationalized and made pragmatic for the teachers by focusing very closely on specific
language use in classrooms. We use the word pragmatic to tap into the pragmatic tradition of
linguistics in which language use is studied in terms of its material effects rather than focusing
on its decontextualized structure: “Pragmatics considers language from the point of view of
the user – choices, constraints, purposes and so on.”(Rowland, 2000, p.66). Thus we focus on
the specific discursive choices that teachers make in the classroom, on raising awareness
about constraints pertaining to such choices, and on developing teacher critical capacity to
imagine alternative kinds of choices.
We push the pragmatist tag to its critical limit, by studying the way that such choices,
constraints and purposes constitute power relations in the mathematics classroom. Indeed, we
argue that these power relations are enacted and embedded in the very “discursive layers” that
constitute school mathematics, including the particular grammatical patterns found in
mathematics itself (Brown & McNamara, 2005, p. 138). We recognize that power relations
1

Exceptions can be found in Doolittle & Glanfield (2007).
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of grade 7, 8 and 9 teachers and an equal number of new (2-5 years) teachers and established (6-20 years) teachers.
We also made sure that there were two teachers in each group who had experience working in French language
classrooms. After sorting to ensure these quota were met, we then analyzed and compared written responses to the
question “Explain why you are interested in participating in this workshop” and selected those that mentioned a
desire to improve their classroom practice.
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are both oppressive and enabling facets of classroom interaction; teacher and student
identities are more than simply “situated” in particular practices, but rather subjected to and
constituted through discursive practices (Butler, 1997). Students and teachers are hailed as
subjects by an institutional discourse to which they are simultaneously subjected. Teacher
discursive moves are thus regulated by institutional and cultural framing devices, and
evidence of these devices or mechanisms of cultural reproduction, and resistance to their
dominance, can be found in the mathematics register itself (Walshaw, 2004; Zevenbergen,
2000).
Mathematics learning cultures are a product of deeply embedded pedagogic scripts,
gender and ability discourses, and incidents and events which, through repetition and
narrative, combine to make up individual identity positions and learning trajectories
(Solomon, 2009, p. 131).
We describe details below from each of the six workshops and discuss the various
theoretical tools that were leveraged during the two-day conference. Participants moved
through the workshops in sequence. For each workshop we outline the goal of the workshop,
the activities that were structured to reach those goals, and in particular, the theoretical
constructs that were introduced to the teacher participants. We also draw on (1) transcripts of
video and audio recordings of the conference, (2) analysis of conference materials, and (3)
survey data, to discuss how these theoretical constructs were taken up by participants, with
attention to the negotiated meanings generated during group discussion, and connections that
were made (or not made) to participants’ own classroom contexts. Due to space limitations,
we include only a sample of workshop activities and a few examples of teachers’
contributions. In the last section, we discuss an activity designed to determine the extent to
which participants were taking up and reflecting on these tools, and we discuss the survey
data collected at the close of the event as a measure of the impact on teachers.
Workshop One: Positioning to evaluate, highlight and connect to classroom practices
Positioning is of particular theoretical and practical interest because student and teacher
identities are constituted and negotiated through a positioning process, defined by Holland et al.
(2001) as the process whereby individuals use cultural and linguistic indicators to identify
themselves with “social categories and positions of privilege relative to those with whom we are
interacting” (p. 127).
Participants in this workshop were first given a mathematics problem to work on: the
Border Problem {{1144 Boaler, Jo 2005; }}. In the problem, the teacher shows students a 10-by10 grid with the squares on the outer border shaded. Students are asked to figure out the number
of shaded squares, without counting and without writing anything down. The problem was posed
to workshop participants with instructions to solve and to imagine how students might solve the
problem. They were then given a transcript of classroom interaction in which the Border
Problem was discussed, and participants were assigned roles for a dramatic reading of the
transcript. This approach allowed participants to attempt to inhabit the identities of students
(even the silent ones) as well as the teacher, to indirectly experience the positioning and to attend
carefully to distinct discursive elements. The group then watched the corresponding classroom
video, and were invited to comment on anything that ‘felt different’ when they compared the
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dramatic reading of the transcript with the viewing of the video. Several participants remarked
on the teacher’s use of specific phrases, tone of voice, and so on, and how these had felt different
in the reading as opposed to viewing the video.
This provided an opening to formally define the concept of positioning, and to connect
this definition with participants’ earlier comments on the video. Smaller groups were formed and
instructed to identify specific instances of positioning from the transcript, and to respond to the
prompts: Who is being positioned? In relation to which social categories? What evidence do you
see for the positioning? What aspects of the language/action are used and what do they
accomplish?
Because of the way the concept of positioning was introduced – by first having
participants enact the classroom discourse through reading the transcript, and then having them
watch the interaction on video – we were able, as a group, to consider evidence for positioning
that goes beyond the content of talk, to also considering the use of intonation, gesture, physical
space, dialect, clothing, and so on.
The concept of positioning was taken up in a variety of ways by participants. When
participants were first asked to explore the Border Problem before watching the videotape of a
classroom doing so, they immediately framed their own engagement in terms of the regulative
discourse of curricula, as though refusing to engage the problem outside of this institutional
structure. It can be argued that the group’s hesitation to engage the problem was related to it
being presented outside of any recontextualized curricular framework or “commodified versions
of mathematics” (Brown & McNamara, 2005, p. 144). Ten participants said or agreed that their
approach to the problem would “depend” on the unit of study, indicating the extent to which
their own positioning as “doers” of mathematics was constituted and confined by such frames.
After reading the transcript, but before seeing the video, participants noted that they were made
conscious of three factors: (1) that most of the transcript recorded students’ severely struggling to
communicate, (2) that classroom discourse is in general fast-paced and usually experienced in
the moment and without reflection, and (3) that whole-class questioning involved a strong
measure of positioning in that students were “put on the spot”. After watching the video,
teachers were surprised at the spatial arrangement of the students and teacher, and noted that the
teacher was “not near the overhead at all” and that she “stood away from the problem.” They
also became aware of the silences and pauses – which were not as evident to them when reading
the transcript aloud – as well as the emotion and confidence that was conveyed through
intonation and other voice elements.
Analysis of the workshop transcripts and the survey data reveal several dominant themes.
First, participants tended to evaluate positioning as a negative practice, and wondered if some
types of classrooms have ‘less positioning’ than others. Positioning was framed as judgmental,
and as a negative influence that should be altogether erased from classroom life. For example,
one teacher remarked: “so I think as a teacher figure out a classroom you have to try to be very,
um, non judgmental of your students and not create any more disparity than already exists among
the children themselves. Cause you have to be the role model so that people are not going to
give everyone else in that classroom, um, a place a level of hierarchy.” Other participants
displayed a tendency to imaginatively inhabit the roles of teacher and students, and speculated on
the emotions and intentions of the people they observed in the video. Finally, a strong theme
emerged about positioning as a strategic connection to social groups, and it was evident that
teachers were inclined to take up the concept of positioning in these terms. For instance,
participants applied the concept of positioning to help them describe tracking (French immersion,
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advanced, academic or applied). In addition, participants supplied examples of strategic
positioning – code-switching between various “kinds of people” as a way for teachers to
strategically make alliances with parents or students, or to assert appropriate hierarchies of
authority. For example, one participant shared a story about how she strategically changed
accents (from a Newfoundland accent to a Nova Scotia accent) as a way to build relationships
with students and families. Teachers then moved to the next workshop, which extended the
concept of positioning to address discursive rules that determine membership within a discourse
community.
Workshop Two: Recognition and realization rules
The goal of this workshop was to focus on the emergence of disparity in school
mathematics classrooms. Specifically, participating teachers investigated how stratification (in
terms of perceived ability) occurs in the first lessons of the school year, even in contexts where
teachers and students are new to each other. To reach this goal we introduced central concepts
from the work of Basil Bernstein (2000), hoping to provide teachers a more nuanced way to
account for students’ actions and inactions in given interactions.
Teachers were asked to study a short transcript of classroom interaction from the first day
of a grade six class where the teacher had no previous experience working with the students.
They were asked to examine positioning in classroom interaction through the use of the
theoretical constructs of recognition and realisation rules (Bernstein, 2000; Jablonka, Gellert,
Knipping, Reid, 2008). Recognition and realization rules pertain to the ways that students are
hailed as students (and located in relation to each other in terms of status) and the ways that they
enact or internalize the rules of recognition, behaving appropriately and participating in the
production of legitimate text (cf. Bernstein 1996 p. 32ff). Bernstein’s work on the rules of
discourse and legitimate participation offered the teachers the opportunity to question the usual
assumption that “under-achievement” reflects an intrinsic lack or incapacity on behalf of students
who “don’t get it”.
Participants considered the way that the teacher and students in the transcript were
positioning themselves and each other in this first encounter. In this classroom interaction,
certain students appeared able to position themselves as “good at math” because they recognized
the coded rules of legitimate participation, and were able to respond appropriately to particular
teacher discursive moves, while others did not participate, either because they could not do so
appropriately, or because they did not identify or decode the exchange as important. The intent
of the workshop was to make the familiar strange by asking teachers to attend to interaction
details that are usually passed over, and to apply unfamiliar concepts to frame their analysis.
Analysis of the transcripts from the workshop indicate that the teachers recognised the
interaction as “normal” for mathematics classes, although not desirable for their own classes.
Their critique of the teaching (closed questions, limited student involvement, teacher driven)
revealed more about the participants’ view on pedagogy than the intended focus on the
emergence of disparity. The initial focus on the pedagogy led to the analysis of diverse students’
roles in the classroom. Participants discussed one teacher turn in particular which troubled them
in terms of how it addressed the student: “Wayne, are you with us son? What’s ten minus two
buddy?” Teachers debated the gender of the teacher, based on the use of the term “buddy”, some
finding the language “fatherly” and others “condescending”. Teachers then asked about Wayne:
“Is he bright?”, “Is he ADHD?”, “Is he a resource student?” and discussed the practice of red-
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flagging students as they transition from one school to another, a practice that allows teachers to
develop preconceptions of students prior to their meeting them. The conversation about this
particular teacher turn “Wayne, are you with us son? What’s ten minus two buddy?” triggered
insights into the socially regulative nature of the entire transcript, causing them to see how
inconsequential and irrelevant the actual doing of mathematics was in this particular classroom
interaction.
It is interesting to speculate about why the workshop participants did not focus more on
the other students in the class. In the classroom transcript’s 64 turns the teacher addresses Wayne
three times, and Wayne speaks only once, to say “Eight”. In contrast, another student, Max, has
ten long turns, involving extended explanations. A third of the teacher’s turns involve interacting
with Max. In spite of this, the workshop participants spontaneously and at length discussed
Wayne’s position in the class (see above) and only discussed Max’s interactions with the teacher
when these were explicitly focused on by the organizers.
We had chosen the transcript precisely because of the interactions between the teacher
and Max, who stood out as positioning himself and being seen as “good at math” in this first
lesson. We were interested in Max because he possesses the recognition and realization rules
necessary for success in interactions with this teacher. Workshop participants had a harder time
identifying the invisible positive working of the rules, as in the case of Max, and instead dwelled
on the eruption of explicit regulative discourse, as in the case of Wayne’s positioning in “Are
you with us, son?” This suggests that the workshop participants were better equipped to identify
the negative regulative discursive moves of the teacher, and not as prepared to identify the ways
in which the students were also working within this discourse.
It may also be that the exploration of differentiated access to “rules”, the unequal
distribution of knowledge resulting from it, and the relation to success in schools was
uncomfortable territory for the participants. Bernstein postulates that a students’ recognition and
realization rules are related to their socio-economic-cultural background, which is often
neglected when considering the sources of students’ difficulties with mathematics. Avoidance of
this issue may also have contributed to the teachers’ reactions. In the next workshop, teacher
authority – and their implication in the distribution of authority in the classroom - was tackled
more directly through the use of mapping tools and narrative-based case scenarios in examining
their own practice.
Workshop three: Authorizing new positioning for mathematics teachers
Each participant in a mathematics classroom brings a different set of experiences with
which to negotiate the web of authority relations therein. Amit and Fried (2005) recognized this
web of authority relations at work in a student’s experiences with mathematics. Students bring
their own funds of mathematical knowledge from outside school (Moll et al., 1992) but are often
confronted with a discipline that expresses its authority through texts that recognize only one
reality (Morgan, 1998), and through teachers who wield the authority conferred upon them to
negotiate these texts for their students (Herbel-Eisenmann, 2007). This “reality” may bear
limited resemblance to students’ senses of reality. Considering this problematic and potentially
productive convergence of stories and relational structures through which classroom actors
interpret their experiences, this workshop sought to open up new stories and structures with
which workshop participants might interpret their classroom relationships and associated
authority structures.
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In the first part of the workshop participants answered for themselves the following two
questions. “How do your students know their mathematics is right? How do they know what
mathematical choices to make?” After answering these questions, the participants each drew a
map or diagram that represented the way they saw authority working in their classrooms (e.g.,
Figure 1), and then explained their diagrams to each other. Positioning the participants as experts
telling each other about their classrooms, rather than a typical workshop structure that has
participants working with a situation that somehow represents an ideal, was intended to be an
example of changing professional development storylines.

Figure 1: Three Authority Diagrams

Analysis of the diagrams revealed that many teachers cited “the school board” or
“NCTM” (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics) as the authority which “dictates” what
happens in the classroom. For example, the first example in Figure 1 shows the teacher
responding to students (S), administration and her professional learning community (PLC) within
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the bounds formed by the NCTM, curriculum, school authority and resources. All but one of the
participants used arrows extensively to indicate how their own authority was engaged with other
sources of authority, and how there was direction in the way authority moved across a
classroom. Many authority relationships were not taken as reciprocal. Arrows often represented
“communication” between agents, and authority was often conceptualized as
knowledge/discourse. Some diagrams represented “reference posters” and “diagrams on the
board” as sources of authority that students might “look to” for verification. In fact the
verification of answers was the dominant interpretation of authority, and indicated that many
teachers interpreted the questions that opened the workshop in terms of how students obtain “the
answers” or “correct” answers.
The group discussed how to contest the authority of the textbook – with a focus on
questioning and collective authorship of classroom texts – as a way of honoring the power of
students and teacher to question textbook authority and move beyond the achievement of correct
answers. One teacher shifted the discussion towards students’ refusal to participate as a
manifestation of their authority, and the question was posed as to why we often read student
resistance as an “exercise” of power, but read participation as compliance. Each diagram
revealed an assumed perspective on the classroom, most often related to a birds-eye view, which
partially determined how these power relations became visible. While such diagrams represented
authority, they also showed spatial relations within their classrooms, indicating to the teachers
how “physical structure” and authority are co-implicated (Veel, 1999). It was evident from the
rich discussion that the mapping activity was an effective way of transforming research on
authority into a viable form of professional development.
This discussion set up the second part of the workshop well. Participants noted the
diversity in their diagrams, which showed that they interpreted their classroom interaction in
diverse ways. The second part focused on positioning, and was based on van Langenhove and
Harré’s (1999) elaboration of positioning theory – language choices and associated action in
interpersonal interaction evoke known storylines and positions within these storylines. Multiple
storylines can be at work simultaneously, with the different people in an interaction taking up
different storylines through which they interpret and act (Wagner and Herbel-Eisenmann, 2009).
This view of positioning has emancipatory power because it draws attention to the multiple
possibilities that could arise in a given situation and to the ways in which people can comply,
resist and offer alternatives to initiated storylines. Assisting teachers to explore various storylines
that might be associated with mathematics may then fire their imagination to initiate new forms
of relationship within their classrooms.
For this second part of the workshop participants identified well-known storylines from
mainstream movie scenes they suggested. Participants were led to identify the key elements of
each story, to imagine a mathematics conversation with the similar elements and to consider the
viability of such interaction in a mathematics classroom. The first scene discussed was from
Titanic, in which a marginalized person whose values were ignored by mainstream society (Jack)
shows a privileged person (Rose) something quite common from his informal world to spark her
transformation. This was compared to a conversation in which an Aboriginal elder showed some
astounding mathematics to a European-Canadian mathematics educator. This activity opened up
the question of cultural bias in the mathematics register itself, and set the tone for the next two
workshops, in which mathematics discourse was examined more closely for evidence of
authority and positioning.
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Workshop four: Decoding the discourse of authority in mathematics classroom transcripts
This workshop focused on the grammatical construal of authority in mathematics
classroom discourse by examining degrees of modality and modulation in student and teacher
verbal contributions during whole-class interaction. Modality traces the degree to which a
speaker is committed to the truth of a statement, while modulation traces the degree of desire or
inclination to participate (Halliday, 1985). Modality is often conveyed using terms associated
with frequency and probability (sometimes, always, maybe, certainly), and modulation is often
conveyed using terms of obligation and inclination (supposed to, might, have to, want to). The
focus on modality and modulation allows teachers to study the way such expressions are used, in
conjunction with particular pronouns, as a linguistic marker of authority and a positioning
strategy in relation to governing power relations.
The activities in this workshop were designed using a critical discourse analysis
framework (Fairclough, 1999, 2003). Such an approach aims to describe the structure of
interaction patterns, and to examine the shape and form of linguistic mediation in relation to
governing power relations. Fairclough (2003) argues that subjectivity, authority and agency are
regulated by orders of discourse that are mapped onto the “linguistic features” of texts (p. 29).
Power relations are “linguistically realized”(Fairclough, 1999, p. 189) in particular lexicogrammatical features of texts which thereby signify specific socially ratified forms of knowledge
and experience.
In this workshop, participants explored two mathematical problems and then discussed
two grade eight classroom transcripts in which the same problems were explored. Below is an
excerpt from the second transcript. Before reading and discussing the transcript, the facilitator
directed the teachers in an exploration of the diagram and the ratio of the shaded area to the area
of the star.

Figure 2: Partly Shaded Star

(The partly shaded star is projected onto a screen in a grade 8 classroom)
1.
T: Ok class, what do you notice about this picture?
2.
S1: It’s a star
3.
S2: Has a red band
4.
T: What shape is the red band?
5.
S2: It’s like a sliver … like a box with slides.
6.
T: What’s the mathematical word for that sort of shape?
(silence)
8.
T: Who can remember the name for the shape that is like a rectangle but is a little different?
9.
S3: Uhm … I know…. Rhombus.
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10.

T: Nope. Not quite. A rhombus is like a square but slanted. Like this (teacher draws a small
rhombus in the corner of board. Then she turns back to class.)
11.
T: It starts with t …. trap….
12.
Chorus: Trapezoid.
13.
T: right.
14.
T: What else do you notice?
(silence)
15
T: Anything else?
(silence)
16.
T: How do you think this star was constructed? How do you think it was made?
….
33.
T: What do you notice about these four points? (she points to the collinear points)
34.
S2: they’re spread out equally.
35.
S1: in a row
36.
S4: all lined up
37.
T: Good. They all fall on a line. Ok. So that means that they’re collinear. So, would that still be
true for Josie’s star? Josie?
38.
S4: No. Well sort of.
39.
T: No. Ok. They need to be collinear. Otherwise we get a different sort of star. So who can tell
me what the relationship is between the red region and the star?

Discussion then focused on the use of low modal contributions and hedges such as “no,
well, sort of … maybe” and other traces of modality and modulation. Particular features of the
transcript were examined, discussing alternative choices that the teacher might have made in
terms of enacting different kinds of authority. Teachers also discussed the impact of changing
questions with high epistemic modality (“How do you know?”) to more material processes
(“How can you make this?”), debating the merits of each and mapping these onto the distinction
between contingency and necessity in mathematical discourse. Teachers discussed how these
linguistic features both constrain and enable student agency, and how the restricted code of
mathematical discourse excludes entirely “legitimate” student contributions. Discussion of the
notion of legitimate discourse and how it is construed using specific textual features helped the
teachers draw additional inferences about student discursive positioning in their classrooms.
The close textual reading of the transcript allowed participants to study turn taking during
a whole-class conversation, and to debate the small but significant grammatical choices the
teacher made. There was evidence from the workshop transcripts and the survey data that the
participants took up the theory of modality and modulation to unpack the distribution of
authority within particular word choices and particular grammatical structures found in the
mathematics register itself. For instance, the group discussed the way in which the teachers in the
two transcripts began the whole-class conversation, noting that the first took “the authority away
from herself” by reading the problem statement aloud whereas the second positioned herself and
the students in terms of engagement by asking “What do you notice about this picture?” The
word “picture” was then compared to other choices, such as “star” and “diagram”, and the
participants speculated on why one might use one word over another, some arguing that
“picture” allowed students to make connections to the real world, whereas “diagram” introduced
students to the proper terminology for a common mathematical visual tool.
Further analysis revealed that the teachers were particularly attentive to the issue of how
teachers construe in language the making of mathematical meaning, as they debated whether
“mathematical meanings” were construed or constructed or discovered. For instance, participants
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were asked to compare the teacher’s use of “that means they’re collinear” with an alternative
phrasing “We call that collinear”, and one group suggested that the latter was the better way to
introduce a new concept because of the collective use of “we” and the explicit reference to the
realisation rules within the context. Participants were also asked to compare the use of verbs in
the teacher’s phrase “When I put the points on this star, how do I know where to put them?” with
an alternative phrasing “If I want to build a star so that it looks like this, where do I have to put
the end points?” suggesting that the former took the existence of the star (diagram) for granted,
and thereby lessened the engagement of the students, but the latter evoked a material process
through the use of the verbs “build” and “look” and might better engage the students.
Participants failed to note how the latter used a high modality structure (“I have to”) in order to
signify the necessary – as opposed to contingent – nature of mathematical truth, but did mention
that the phrase contained more “mathematical language”. The facilitator explicitly stated that
although there are language choices that are more inclusive of difference, there are no steadfast
rules, and the functional meaning of particular language choices depends on the particular
context at hand. The next workshop continued to explore issues of pronoun use in conjunction
with modality, and focused on the different grammatical patterns found in spoken and written
mathematics.
Workshop five: Considering what makes an acceptable mathematical explanation
Following from the themes of positioning and of realisation and recognition rules, this
workshop considered contexts for judging whether students’ explanations were acceptable
mathematical explanations, and continued to look closely at the authority embedded within the
mathematics register. The participants first agreed, without any argument, that in the context of
mathematics classrooms it is teachers who decide what is an acceptable school mathematics
explanation. They then spent fifteen minutes in small groups discussing seven explanations. Four
came from the transcripts examined in previous workshops and three were new to them.
Transcripts from the workshop indicate that the teachers found this close comparative
analysis of different mathematical explanations an effective means for mapping theory onto
practice. Several points emerged in the whole group discussion that suggest how the participating
teachers judge explanations, and indicated that they were able to cite recognition and realisation
rules students must have internalized in order to be positioned as successful explainers of
mathematics, for example, knowing to use precise terminology to free the explanation from its
context, and providing explicit rationales.
First, the importance of context was raised. Some of the explanations were judged
inadequate as written texts standing alone, but as the participants had seen them spoken with an
accompanying diagram in the video the previous day, they could judge them acceptable in that
context. This raised the question of whether students have the same sensitivity to context, or if
they assume that the sort of explaining they would do orally in class would be acceptable in
writing. For example, the video included the explanation:
COLIN: All right I found it. Anyway, so I, like, I know this side is ten so I just did like ten and
then this one, this one’s the overlapping one, so then this would be nine, then this one
would be nine, too, because this one’s overlapping. And then for this, one it’d be eight
because these two, this one is being used by this one and this one is being used by that
one. (Boaler & Humphreys 2005, CD1, Transcript of video: Building on Student Ideas The Border Problem Part 1, p. 2) (transcript used in workshop #1)
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One teacher commented that she would not accept this explanation on a written test, “but it
wasn’t a test or a quiz, it was an introductory lesson. So, context means everything, in terms of
explanation.”
The use of mathematical terminology was raised in connection to several explanations.
The participants saw part of their role as teachers to consist in rephrasing students’ explanations
in mathematical terms rather than everyday terms and to use nouns as concrete referents rather
than pronouns that depend on context for their meaning. Rowland (2000) points out how
pronouns like “it” saturate the oral explanations of students as they work through inquiry
experiences and build mathematical meanings prior to learning the correct terminology. Written
explanations, on the other hand, require use of unambiguous nouns because they are meant to
transcend context. As one participant put it “So if we model and we help them to pull out the
language we want when they’re speaking then we’re setting them up better for written
explanations. That that’s part of that process, I think of teaching.”
Providing rationales for statements was also seen by some participants as an important
feature of explanations. This raised the issue of what sorts of rationales are acceptable, and the
fact that some things can be left implicit, those that are “taken as shared” (Cobb, Wood &
Yackel, 1993) in the classroom, or part of the “tool-box” (Netz, 1999). This connected again to
the contrast between what is acceptable when presented orally versus what is acceptable when
written. It was noted that much classroom communication is oral, and the intent is for them to
become experienced in the mathematical practice of communicating mathematical ideas. But at
a certain level mathematical communication is almost always in writing.
Analysis of the workshop transcripts revealed that one explanation in particular inspired
conflicting interpretations, as participants’ reading depended on how they imagined the student
positioned in the classroom, as a “higher level” student or a “poor” student. The explanation is:
Jill: The reason the equation I’ve marked describes the graph is because I took the points from
the graph and made up a table of values, then I did the equation with the table of values I
made. (Reid, 1997)
Those who saw Jill as a “higher level” student claimed that she was capable of providing
rationales, but didn’t. Such a student thinks, in the words of one participant “I know. Why do I
need to tell you all the little things? ‘cause you and I both know the answer.” In other words, she
possessed the necessary realisation rule, but did not recognise that a rationale was needed. On the
other hand, if she was positioned as a “poor” student then she didn’t provide the rationales
because she could not. She is one of those “the kids that write beautifully and have absolutely no
idea what’s going on”, as one participant put it.
Workshop six: Moving from nominalisation to ‘verbification’
This workshop continued to build on the earlier explorations of cultural bias within the
mathematics register itself, and to further unpack the differences between written and oral
mathematics. The purpose of this workshop was to engage teachers in reflection about the use of
nouns and verbs in mathematics discourse. The idea for this workshop emerged from a larger
research project examining the complexities and potential tensions for Mi’kmaw students in
learning mathematics (Lunney Borden, 2010). The importance of attending to and learning from
Mi’kmaw language and grammar structures was a key finding of this larger project. While the
teachers in this session were not primarily teachers of Mi’kmaw students, the workshop was
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designed to invite them to reflect on how this information might help them to question some of
the taken-for-granted assumptions in their own classroom.
Both Denny (1981) and Barton (2008) have shown strong evidence of the important link
between indigenous languages and mathematics learning for indigenous students. Denny (1981)
used a “learning from language’ approach while working with a group of Inuit elders in Northern
Canada to explore mathematical words in the Inuktitut language, and then used these words to
build curriculum from the language. Barton (2008) had similar experiences in developing a
Maori mathematics curriculum and translating mathematics terms into the Maori language.
Barton (2008) has argued that understanding the connection between indigenous
languages and mathematics is foundational to supporting indigenous students in learning
mathematics. The way in which a cultural community speaks a concept is directly related to how
that community understands that concept. For example, words such as ‘flat’ and ‘middle’ that are
quite commonly used in mathematics have no direct translations in Mi’kmaq. If these words are
not used in the Mi’kmaw language, they are likely not used by Mi’kmaw speakers when
speaking English either. When teachers assume that children will simply know these words, they
might fail to anticipate some of potential challenges.
Like Maori, Mi’kmaq is a verb-based language. Mathematics, however, is taught in most
schools as a noun-based language in which processes such as multiplication, addition, and square
rooting are turned into things (Schleppegrell, 2007). Pimm and Wagner (2003) have described
this common feature of written mathematical discourse as nominalisation – “actions and
processes being turned into nouns” (p. 163). Research relating to mathematical discourse
suggests that there is a need to support students as they move from everyday language to more
formal mathematical language, and the emphasis on dense noun phrases in mathematics is one
crucial aspect of the mathematics register (Schleppegrell, 2007).
Participants were invited to reflect on the pervasiveness of nominalisation in their own
teaching and in the textbooks they use in their classrooms. The group considered the task of
expressing a2 + (a +1)2 = 61 in English words. As the group addressed the task, a few suggested
sentences with varying degrees of process and action embedded in the grammar, such as “A
number squared is added to the number …” until the group collectively decided on the dense
noun phrase: “The sum of the squares of two consecutive numbers is sixty-one”. This workshop
effectively transformed linguistic research on mathematics discourse into a set of activities that
allowed teachers to see (and alter) the grammatical patterns that dominate the discipline. One
teacher participant expressed her view that “I think sometimes we make it look like that’s what
we would say, like that’s a normal thing, when in reality I would never in my daily life speak
like that.” Another teacher participant echoed this sentiment saying “It’s true. I think we have
been trained that we have to give the language out and this is the way we speak, but in our
everyday lives I don’t think we ever talk like that.”
The group discussed the concepts of polygons and polyhedra as examples of how the
Mi’kmaq language construes “objects” in terms of process, action and motion. The facilitator
explained that there is no word for flat in Mi’kmaq, that “it doesn’t matter that it’s flat, it’s about
what it can do”, and that the Mi’kmaw students she worked with suggested the expression “it can
sit still” as the appropriate descriptor for prisms which “can stand on their feet and on their
heads.” This emphasis on construing the world in terms of action and process reflects a much
more dynamic view of matter and runs contrary to the static view of nature inherited in the West
from Descartes and the Enlightenment. The erasure of action and motion from our linguistic
construal of natural phenomena reflects a cultural bias built into the language of mathematics.
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The teachers took up and leveraged these insights when they were asked to find instances
of nominalisation in the textbooks they had brought and to think about how they might shift the
discourse to focus more on the use of verbs. While many groups were quick to identify the dense
noun clauses, they struggled with how to shift these to more dynamic verb phrases. One table
group opened a grade 8 textbook to a page on geometry where the term “legs” of a triangle was
defined. The textbook defined the “legs” of the triangle to be “the two shorter sides of a right
triangle.” The question arose from one participant “so how would we re-phrase that?” After
some quiet discussion one participant said “i think that what’s at issue here is just the word legs.
You would always see the legs are” as she gestured with her hands two parallel vertical lines and
stated “you wouldn’t think of them like this” as she moved her left hand to sit perpendicular on
her right hand. This began some laughter and comments about legs might be perpendicular in
reality. Seemingly unaware of the motion she used to emphasize her claim, the conversation
continued with one of the facilitators asking the question “so how would you describe this
triangle in terms of process?” Which lead to the following:
F1: “Yeah, we’re struggling with the word legs.”
F2: “Well how would they say it? They’re coming to a point?”
M1: “Well they meet at ninety degrees, [gesturing with his hands showing how the two
legs come together] so there is a motion there.”
F2: “And it sits still on the side?”
At this point, the facilitator suggested that the main idea is to acknowledge that different people
might think about it differently and asked them “so why not just let them tell us what they see?
Because then its less struggle for us.” All the participants nod their heads in agreement but then
wondered aloud why these sides were called legs and not just sides which then lead into another
discussion about what language we expect children to use. Questions arose such as “but what if
they call them sides?” And the subsequent discussion focused on how much emphasis teachers
should place on the formal language of mathematics and how we might support students by
explaining that “some mathematicians call these legs” so that they learn the formal language but
also learn that this is a convention of mathematics. At the same time at another table a participant
could be overheard saying: “And the explanation is formal, but the verbs, the motions, is the
process.”
While all the teachers were quick to find the dense noun clauses, unpacking them proved
challenging. This challenge lead teachers into a deeper discussion about the nature of words, how
we use them and how we have certain taken-for-granted assumptions. Group discussions focused
on inviting students to share their own ways of talking about objects before giving the
“mathematician” language, as a way for teachers to learn how children are using everyday
language. Analysis of the workshop transcripts and the survey data revealed that teachers were
increasingly interested in how to attend to the language of process rather than things (nouns), and
they indicated an enhanced awareness that different home languages might equip students
differently as they learned the language of formal written mathematics. It was another point of
interest to see how often the teachers used gestures and motions themselves when discussing the
concepts, yet seemed almost unaware of how much motion they were embedding in their
discussion.
Bringing the workshops together: the complexity of teacher work
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There was ample evidence in the closing activity that teachers had taken up and leveraged
many of the theoretical tools for decoding and critiquing classroom scenarios that they
encountered and used in the workshops. Since we wanted to assess the extent to which they were
able to apply these tools as they left the conference, we designed an open-ended activity that
allowed them to demonstrate their use of these tools. As a closing activity, participants were
grouped into fives and given the problem below. They were also supplied with three diagrams
that helped them think through a possible strategy for solving the problem. They were then asked
to generate a plausible classroom dialogue using the problem. Each dialogue was then transferred
to flip chart paper and posted to the walls. Everyone circulated for about 15 minutes and added
post-its with comments. After groups read the post-it notes on their dialogues, each group was
given a chance to return to their flip chart dialogue and discuss the post-it comments and share
their response with the whole group. This structure demanded that the teachers collaboratively
apply their workshop experiences to a new situation prior to their returning to their classrooms.
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Quadrilaterals ABCD and AEFG are
similar rectangles. If diagonal BD cuts off
1/18 of the area of AEFG, what is the scale
factor of AEFG:ABCD ?
(Source: Mathematics Teacher, NCTM,
January 2009)

Figure 3: Final whole group activity

The problem was selected because the language was densely technical and would need
unpacking, and because there were multiple ways to engage the problem, some of them more
visual and tactile than others. More specifically, the task of collaboratively composing a
classroom dialogue allowed participants to explore discursive authority and positioning at the
micro-level of turn taking, word choice and the use of diagrams. We hoped that writing a
dialogue would help participants think concretely about the linguistic structuring of classroom
interaction, while the many comments and questions shared through the post-it notes would
trouble an all too easy assumption that the dialogue could ever be perfectly inclusive or adequate
to address the complexity of positioning and authority issues. Each of the dialogues generated by
the five groups operationalized specific discursive strategies that had been discussed in the
workshops.
In all five cases, dialogues opened with questions which directed students to look at the
diagram and decode the diagram before getting bogged down in the language of the problem:
“What do you notice about the picture?”, “What do you see in the figure?”, “What do we know
about this diagram?”, “What do you see in this picture/diagram?” and “Tell me about the
diagram that you see”. These opening phrases followed the structure of the Authorizing
Positioning workshop, where the facilitator opened by inviting the participants to share their
observations, and closely echoed the discussions of the Decoding workshop, where participants
had compared two transcripts and noted the increased student interaction resulting when students
were invited into the diagrammatic situation (with “what do you notice?”) before stating the
actual problem statement. None of the dialogues, however, operationalized the “How do you
think I made this?” or “How would you make this” questions which had been used in the
Decoding workshop and discussed in the Verbification workshop. These kinds of questions
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direct student attention to the materiality of the diagram, and represent a crucial strategy for
putting action and motion into a static “given” object, and can help students “see” the
relationships between parts of a diagram. Such questions function as code-switching questions
that allow students to switch between the inert language of formal mathematics and the language
of action/motion/process. Although we saw no dialogues where this was taken up, there were
post-it comments that queried the writers of the dialogues as to why they had chosen “see” or
“know” (the one being perceptual and material and the other mental) and why they had chosen
“picture” or “figure” or “diagram” (each differently re-contextualizing the image in relation to
everyday language), underscoring participant awareness of the significance of small grammatical
choices in classroom discourse.
All of the dialogues revealed some engagement with the question “how do your students’
know they’re right”, which had been carefully discussed and mapped in the Authorizing
Positioning workshop. The dialogue below explicitly used all three of the different modalities,
discussed in the workshop, for exploring the authority of student knowing, that being: (1)
showing how as a means of knowing one is right, (2) applying and testing in a new context as a
way of knowing one is right, and (3) seeking agreement with one’s peers as another way of doing
so. This group decided to use the “Wayne” student whom they had encountered in the
Recognition/Realisation workshop, and to position him as a disruptive force in the whole-class
interaction. Wayne “burps” and causes laughter, and later is described as napping “at the back of
the room”. It is significant that Wayne’s disruption occurs at the point in the dialogue where
“silence” is formally introduced, revealing the participants’ awareness of how such silences are
often the moments when the authority in the room is up for grabs and when the teacher’s
authority is at risk. Moreover, it also seems to suggest that they recognize Wayne’s contribution
to the whole-class conversation as a strategic form of resistance, which was further enacted and
embodied later in the dialogue with his utter disengagement.

Figure 4: Excerpt from group dialogue
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The post-it comments for this dialogue dwell on the use of particular nouns and
pronouns, drawing attention to the way in which such small choices instantiate particular power
relations. Phrases such as “It says it is 1/18 of the area of the small rectangle” (or “What else
does the problem tell us” used in another example) use “it” and the “the problem” as agents of
disciplinary authority, the invisible tacit authority of the mathematics as found in the text itself
(Foucault, 1980). Similarly, the use of “we” versus “you” and “I” was debated in the workshops
and the many post-it comments reveal the participants’ interest in how these pronouns mediate
authority. Although post-it comments on other dialogues critiqued the use of “we” as found in
“What do we know about the area of the shaded triangle?” and offered the concern on a post-it
note that “The teacher assumes the class all thinks the same. She shows this by using we”, the
post-it comments on the dialogue above validated the use of “we” and suggested “our diagram”
as more appropriate and inclusive. This issue was again debated during the whole group
discussion. Post-it comments on another dialogue dwelled on issues of modality and the choice
between “could” and “should” in “What could we call …” or “What could we do ….?” thereby
directing the participants’ attention to the way such choices can be less prescriptive (than should
or must) and may reflect a discourse of contingency rather than necessity.
The issue of the nature and purpose of praise in classroom discourse was discussed in a
number of workshops. Instead of simply validating praise as an important part of classroom
discourse, as many mainstream professional development workshops do, we discussed praise as
part of the regulative discourse in which the instructional discourse is embedded, and pointed
out how it works to frame the interaction in terms of the interpersonal function of language
(Christie, 2007). Participants were asked to consider the way in which praise (and the absence of
praise) positions students, and how it functions to “recognize” legitimate forms of participation,
thereby operating as a crucial normalizing force. Post-it comments on many dialogues asked the
authors to consider their use of praise in the dialogue as a positioning device. Finally, some postit comments directed participants to consider the dominant use of nouns (instead of verbs) and
the need to code-switch between nominalized concepts, such as “symmetry”, and counterpart
conceptions that might tap into more material active and dynamic engagements – like
symmetrizing. The language of action and motion had been discussed in the Verbification
workshop as a means of improving student inclination to meaningfully and materially engage
with mathematical objects.
Conclusion
Increased emphasis on teacher professional development during the last decade has
opened up opportunities for diverse forms of collaboration between educational researchers and
teachers. Traditional models of professional development tend to treat the teacher as a receptacle
to be filled with ready-made lesson plans which can be implemented immediately (Apple, 2004,
2006; Popkewtiz, 1998). Despite the seeming practicality of this approach, for many teachers
these skill-based ready-made packages are a de-professionalizing experience which further
undermines their own creativity and responsibility for meaningful learning in their classrooms
(Kincheloe, 2002). Although there are exceptions where lesson-based professional development
aims for a more reflective approach, the banking model of professional development, in which
teachers are technicians and teacher education is based on transmission, works against the
development of reflective practice. Moreover, most policy-driven professional development
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workshops tend to comply with the current technocratic focus on assessment and accountability
which continues to drive educational policy (Brown & McNamara, 2005). Teacher actions are
being increasingly prescribed through such interventions, and school administrators are
increasingly acting as surveillance monitors (Kincheloe, 2002). Professional development that
fails to disrupt this disempowering approach functions to further entrench the anti-democratic
and regulative discourse that continues to dominate our schools (Skovsmose & Valero, 2001).
Although the two day conference was not embedded in teachers’ schools, and followed
the more traditional model of intervention PD, it was not a “top down” model meant to transfer
policy mandates (Elmore, 2002), but rather an attempt to build teacher-as-researcher skills and
attitudes across the school district (Lasky, 2005; Kincheloe, 2003). The critical paradigms
driving the various workshops at the conference addressed the regulatory nature of classroom
discourse, and attempted to empower and honor teacher capacity to name and resist their
submission to that discourse. Our aim was to study how research on authority and positioning in
mathematics classroom discourse might be transformed into effective professional development,
and to equip teachers with critical reflective tools for decoding patterns of exclusion found in
linguistic and semiotic classroom interaction. Each workshop aimed to furnish concrete tools for
naming structural forces that impinge on classroom interaction and to offer participants strategies
for imagining (and acting) otherwise. In this sense, researchers acted less in terms of expertise
and more in terms of practical apprenticeship in the use of theoretical tools. Workshops invited
teachers to examine both grammatical choices and genre choices, moving back and forth
between close textual readings of classroom transcripts and the collective re-writing of
alternative narratives for teaching and learning. It is evident from the workshop discussions and
the closing activity that teachers developed skills at applying the new theoretical constructs to
issues of positioning and authority in classroom scenarios. We believe that this kind of
professional development can disrupt exclusionary practices by “developing a critical
perspective on the ways mathematics education re-inscribes hegemony” and by offering teachers
strategies for developing concrete “critical capacities” to teach differently (de Freitas, 2008, p.
46).
Although we did not follow teachers into their classroom, and were unable to study the
extent to which they took up these tools in their practice, we did contact all 24 teachers by email
6 months after the event, and 20 teachers indicated their interest in attending another event
focused on the same themes. In addition, survey data collected at the close of the event indicated
that the conference had a strong impact on teachers. Over half of the teachers said they expected
the conference to impact their teaching the next day, but others described longer-term impact –
for example, “I feel this cannot be ‘incorporated into’ my teaching, but must instead refocus the
foundations of what I do.”
The following representative excerpts speak to the overall impact of the conference, and
offers further evidence of the extent to which participants were able to take up the various
theoretical tools and leverage them as a means of reflecting on their own and other’s practice. A
third of the teachers noted that this conference was unlike anything they had experienced before.
“It made me really stop and think about how and what I say in the classroom. Who do I
ask? How do I respond to them? What does the language I am using mean to them?
What do their responses tell me about them as learners? Have they volunteered them?
Have they used Mathematical language? There are many variables that come into play –
so much is dependant on the positioning that takes place in the class.”
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“The use of language directly relates to positioning. WE communicate so much more …
The reading of transcripts was very interesting - it is amazing how many things we pull
out of a 10 minutes class discussion – we communicate so much more than what we
think we are communicating on the surface”
“It further opened my eyes to places where one is ranked or placed in the class. Why are
they “smart”? Which students are “good” at math? What does it mean to be good at
math?”
“I try to instill a risk-free environment in class. I think I will discuss these theories in
class to help students question, critically think and challenge. I find such a contradiction
in the school system. I am the teacher, I teach you how to critically think as long as you
don’t challenge me.”
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